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The Leveson Inquiry
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I, SIMON HUGHES of the House of Commons, London, SWIA OAA, WILL SAY
as follows:-

Infroduction

1. I malce this statement to assist the Inquiry in relation to Module 2 which deals 
with relationships between the press and the police and the conduct of each. The 
facts in this statement are from matters within my own Icnowledge. Where I refer 
to matters not within my Icnowledge, I refer to the source of that loiowledge. I 
attach hereto as exhibit SHI a bundle of relevant documents. The page references 
are to this bundle.

2. I am 60 years old, I am a Member of Parliament, and have been since 1983 in the 
most northerly seat in the Inndon Borough of Southwark, originally called 
Southwark, Bermondsey and now called Bermondsey arid Old Southwark, I was 
President of the Liberal Democrats from 2004-2008, which is the second most 
senior post within the party, and chosen by all the members; I have twice run for 
the party leadership, aird am cuiieirtly the elected Deputy Leader of the Liberal 
Democrats in the House of Commons.

3. As I have been a frontbench MP holding senior positions for 28 years I have a
high ppbiic,proMla . .T l u s - h a ^ I f r ^ g i i t ’̂ jss .nii^. of̂
positive, but some of it negative and with allegations that have often been 
unfounded and not based on truth or facts. I accept that, as a politician, I ireed to 
have tougher skm tlian the average person - and I do. However I do not accept
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that, by becoming a politician, I have waived my right to a private life, or that

4. Between 2002 and 2006 my jniqbile telephone was the main way I had of 
communicathig with parliamentaiy colleagues, friends and family. I considemd 
fliis, at the time, to be the most secure and personal way of communicating and it 
never occurred to me tliat my voicemail messages might not be secure. I believed 
that these messages could only be accessed by me, unlike, for example, messages 
left with individuals answering calls on my landline telephone in my 
parliamentary or constituency office, or left on the answerphone machines which 
are checked by others in the office, or left by emails which are also read by my 
staff team, I therefore used my mobile phone for private and confidential work 
and personal communications.

5. On an average day, I can receive up to about 15 to 30 voicemail messages about
my work, private and family matters, as well as the private and confidential issues 
affecting them. Out of these, about a third could be more confidential or impoitant 
work messages, such as messages from colleagues about parliamentary or party 
business; from 2005 to date, there have been few days when I would not receive 
this type of voicemail. I also receive messages from family and friends, but these 
were and ai’e more likely, though not always, to be along the lines of ‘phone me 
when you can’. .

Resetting my mobile telephone PIN number

6. I recall that I had a problem with my mobile phone in .2005 or ,2006 and at one 
fitne was iinable to receive aiiy voicemail messages. Becaum of this, I became 
increasingly concerned about Are jfunctioning and reliability of fee voicemail 
message seivice on my mobile phone. On some occasions, family or friends
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complained that I had not responded to a. message tliat they had left on my 
yoicQtnail, ;whenj; in'fapt, 1 'h?4v»e!?er.--Jr̂ Y?̂  cajpe
aQfflgs, istpred mess ĵ|es fhat., I . had. payer , q4|̂ ]tĵ lly , ,tp.. ,one
.daq̂ .slp,̂  I contacted, ^  .
SQ .tĥ t.J was lahle ajg.ain t;p access my .vpicejirail messages, I .believe that fhe new

...'hUthbbr‘that’I,iva's''^yentft'bidert6-a'cbe^ '
my mobile phone number or a simple standard number.

Mobile telephone messages left for me in 2005/2006

7. In late 2005 and early 2006, there would have been a larger than usual number of 
highly sensitive messages left on my phone relating to party business. On 5 
January 2006, Charles Kennedy, who was then the Leader of the Liberal 
Democrats, admitted to having a serious drinlc problem. He resigned two days 
later, on 7 January 2006.1 was the Federal President of my party at that time and, 
as a result, received a large number of calls on my mobile phone, from 
parliamentary colleagues and others, about Mr Kennedy and issues relating to his 
circumstances, some expressing sensitive and private views and giving expressly 
confidential information. For example, I remember one call, ftom Mr Kennedy’s 
brother-in-law, in which he confidentially informed me about Mr Kennedy’s 
position and resignation plans.

8. Following Mr Kennedy’s resignation, them was a party leadership election was 
called in which I decided a little later to declare myself a candidate. I became the 
odds-on favourite at the boolcmalcers. Later in January I was approached by

_______________________________________He
told me that ‘The Sun ’ had telephone call records showing that I had called a gay 
chatline. Although I thought then, and still believe, that my sexuality is a private 
matter,"! immediately admittedto this.

9. As a result, on 26 January 2006, my admission tliat I had had sexual relationships 
with men and women was revealed in ‘The Sun\ On the day after this article was
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published, the BBC reported that my poll ratings had fallen and that I was now a 
. l-l oxitsî ey./J ji-oinained a Jeadsmhip candidate but djd not win the eleotipp., , . . . .

Discovery in my mobile phone messages had been intercepted :' ■

10, ;bn .'2 October ioob, I was' informed by Metrbipolitmi Polide officers , ;dtat ,I had 
been subject to luifiawM mohitofing of tny voicemails. In order \tô â's.sist,’"̂  ’ ' 
provided a statement to the -police. I was not shown any of Mr Mulcaire’s 
notebooks pr transcripts. As a result, in my statement I simply described the 
phone I had been using, the system for listening to my voicemails and why I 
might have been a tai'get. I was told tliat other people had been informed that they 
had been the subject of voicemail interception but they were reluctant to come 
forward. I queried whether such individuals included any of my parliamentary 
colleagues and was told they did, but that these individuals were reluctant to 
assist. I was not told how many ‘other’ voicemail interception victims there were; 
the police just refeired to ‘others’.

11. As a consequence, I felt that it was even more important that I offered my support 
and assistance to the police investigation. I considered this to be a very important 
matter,

12,1 continued actively to follow and participate in the public debates on protection 
of privacy, including that generated by the hifonnation Commissioner’s report,
‘What Price Privacy?’, published in May 2006, and his follow up report ‘What 
Price Privacy Now?’, published in December 2006.1 believed then and believe 
now that all of those responsible for publishing the newspapers and magazines 
which were shown by the police and the Information Commissioner’s reports to 
be regularly involved with brealcing the law should be held to account -  and 
should be prosecuted. I publicly supported the Information Commissioner’s call 
for the penalty for the offence to be significantly increased.
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13. In January 2007, Glenn Mulcaire and Clive Goodman were convicted of illegally 

intern,epting yoiceinailm

14. This was the Igst I heard ahout vpieetp^il interep^̂ ^̂  2009 syheji ‘r/te

G>/«rdian ’ puhlishpd Its ai^cle,abp.irt phP»fi hackihg at 'the News of theJVorM'-

Laboiu- government to investigate it further. I also raised the issue in parliament 

on 9 September 2011, where I called for a commission into broadcasting and the 

media.

Operation Weeting

15. On 25 May 2011,1 had a meeting with Detective Superintendent Mark Kandiah 

and DC Joel Pailes finm Operation Weetrng. At this meeting, I was finally shown 

the documents wMoh relate to me, which were mostly pages from notebooks 

seized from Mr Mulcaire by the police during their initial investigation in August 

2006. The police showed me my original police statement from October 2006 and 

then 12 A4 pages from these notebooks. I was also shown franscripts of messages 

which had been left on my voicemail service, hr addition to this, I was shown a 

schedule o f call data, which showed phone calls made by Mr Mulcaire to my 
mobile phone.

Information about me in Mulcaire’s notebooks seized by the police in 2006

16.1 was shocked to discover the level of detail in these notes. On one page alone, Mr 

Mulcafre had recorded my mobile number*, my direct dial number, an account 

number which I believe may have been my mobile phone account number at the 

time, the password for my mobile phone account which I was using in 2005/2006, 

and the name of my network. This was ever34hing Mr Mulcaire would have 

needed to listen to my voicemail messages at will.

17. Another page is headed up ‘Hughes' and has a series of telephone numbers which 

all relate to me. The numbers include the number for the main switchboard of the
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national headquarters of the Liberal Democrats, in Westniinstei’; my direct line in 

'theHoHse d f  Commons, whicbds a;pr|Yatejimnber avaiiaWp to very few neople; a 

j4 t9 n b ;h u » ^ .^ ic h ji^ .|^

mTOb.er.for my R p i ^ i ^ t ^ e s i c y a p 4 ' % ^ W P i a b e f  fpr.ttie.loQal 

■' • ■’̂ lafitJr'iBSfiSe itfBSiffic®aS^>'Tite\v61ii**Sboi^^ .... ......-'■■■■

18. In addition to this, there is reference to ‘data’, the date ‘10 Dec 2004’ and a 

reference to ‘ 10.39 -  41 sec’ next to my telephone number. I infer from this that 

Mr Mulcaire obtained data about my use of my home telephone or, perhaps, my 

mobile. At the very least, it seems that he established that there had been a call 

lasting 41 seconds at 10.39 on 10 December 2004.

19. One of the p ag ^  has the name of a journalist who was at the time in a senior 

position at 'The News of the World' in the top left hand corner with a date in early

2006.1 infer that this relates to instructions given to Mr Mulcaire by that person, 

who was not mentioned during the original criminal proceedings. I understand 

that in 2011 the police produced a schedule o f communications for the purposes 

of the civil claims and there were two phone calls made by Gleim Muloaire to that 

journalist on that day. On this page of notes there are, among other details, my 

name, including my middle names; ray home address; my date of birth; my 

private home phone number; my telephone account number; the name of my 

network provider; my mobile number; my mobile phone password, and a pin 

number.

20. There is another page of notes which has the same name in the top left hand 

comer. Once again, I infer that this is a reference to this senior journalist, who 

was the person at the • The News ofthe World' giving instractions to Mr Mulcaim.

The document is headed ‘.....URGENT..... ’ and it contains the telephone number

for Liberal Democrat headquarters, my name, my mobile number and my private 

home number.
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individiiailixstructing Mr M^llcai^e to obtain iufounation about me on that date, ,

22vij|^Q|ji^spige;l^aillfe%heidfyajtt!i^d:|4^
left hand corner and a date in early 2002.1 infer that this journalist must have 

been giving instructions to Mr Mulcaire on that date to obtain information about 

me.

23. There are a number of transcriptions of voicemail messages that relate to me, 

which could only have been obtained by the illegal interception of my voicemails.

The police investigation in 2006

24.1 find it very surprising that I was not shown these documents in 2006 or asked to 

explain back then their significance to the police. I  am also amazed that the police 

investigation was limited to Glenn Mulcaire and Clive Goodman, as notebook 

extracts relating to me alone name at least three journalists at the ‘The News of the 
World’ other than Clive Goodman in the corner of individual pages. Mr Goodman

' is not mentioned in these notes, The police were certainly aware of the 

significance of the so-called “comer names” of journalists as the prosecution told 

the Judge that the name Clive appeared in the comer of the noteboolcs during the 

criminal trial. The police and CPS were aware of and considered the notebook 

pages which referred to me as I was one- of the sample victims. Those pages 

• contained much more cogent evidence of a widespread conspiracy than the 

notorious “for Neville” email.

25. During fee sentepioing h e ^  Gross indicated feat t to ^  evidence

of the involvement of other joumalisls in voicemail interception of the non-Royal 

victims (Max Clifford, Bile Macpherson, Skylet Andrew, Gordon Taylor and me) 

(paragraph G page 1 of SHI). I do not Icnow what he had seen, but Tom Cmne, 

formerly News International in-house solicitor, claimed in evidence to the

7
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Culture, Media and Sport Select Comniittee on 21 July 2009 tliat he heard nothing 

in the .prosecrrtion pase to justify the judge’s .gtatemeht that Mulcaire had not dealt 

■ with Goodman -when dealing with tlie nomroyais .involvpd in the prosepution. He 

, Suggested th^t at that tune the only case being looked'at \yas ;app^S:to .tjie jpya 

household, .and ..‘that; the..,pthpr..,nainps, (i.p,. any mainp) .,did.ho.i.-:0omp..put;.un  ̂ ■2,9.

..........■Noypmi?;̂ î ';2;9,Q.̂ ivJ?P.'S3i!iit©ishd:'Byiden̂ ^̂ ^

involved with Mulcaii'e (pages 2-5 o f SHI)

26. This cannot be trae. I  am aware flnm documents disclosed in the civil proceedings 

that the police seized Mulcaire’s notebooks on 8 August 2006 and that they were 

analysed between 10-12 August 2006 and a list compiled. That list included my 

name and that of 418 others. Mr Mulcaire’s computer was examined and a list of 

projects or targets was compiled on 23 November 2006. That list also included 

my name. There was clear evidence of the involvement of other journalists in that 

material. Either Mr Crone was misinformed by the police and his solicitors, or he 

was not telling the trath to the Committee,

27.1 was not told about the fact that other journalists were mentioned in the 

documents relating to me and this evidence was ignored by the Police, making it 

possible for Mr’ Crone to deny its existence. I find this scandalous and suspicious.

Payments to  Mwkaire '

28.1 am also concerned about the issue o f payments to Mr Mulcaire. At the 

sentencing hearing, the prosecution accepted, and the Judge was told, that the only 

payments for unlawfitl activity were cash pa3nnents made by Mr Goodman to Mr 

Mulcaire totalling £12,300 which covered the period 2005-6. A confiscation order 

was made in that sum (pages 6 -1 2  of SHi). I now believe that these figures wei’e 

false, i  haYe seen, dpcumeaits displpsed '3mdng &  civil Mals wiucH"^^

the accounting records of NGN. They show that, in addition to tire £12,300 paid in 

cash, £570,000 was paid directly to Mr Mulcaire. I attach a schedule of payments 

prepared for the civil proceedings which show tire dates on which these payments
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were made (pages 13 -  27 of SHI). The schedule includes further cash payments 

which wore disclosed by News .Group in the .civil proceedings. It has not^admitted

' •tliat r'these ipaypients .'were'made •to.:lVh' Mrijcaire {(although •there .has beeh.'^nb.'' 

explanation pf to whom these paymeiits were made i f  not to JVfr.iMulcaire),, '

voicptnaiis fipm.at ie.a.s,t .i^d (hat hehadtpygeted ^  jndividpds.on

beM f of numerous journalists. So far as I understand, his notebooks and the call 

data disclosed in the •proceedings, derupnstrate .that he was intercepting voicemails 

on a daily basis and that he was undertalcing illegal work (voicemail interception 

and blagging) on an almost full-time basis. The payments made to him between 

2002-6 must therefore have been for unlawful activities. That is the sum which 

should have been recovered from him in confiscation proceedings. However, the 

MPS, inexplicably, accepted NGN’s misleading claim that he was only paid 

£12,300.

30. A note of a conversation between Rdjekah Wade and the police records that the 

police estimated that £lm  had been paid to Mr Mulcaire on the basis of the 

contracts and invoices they seized (pages 28 -  29 of SHI). I understand that the 

police in 2006 sought full accounting records fi-ora NGN, but NGN’s solicitors 

refused access during the initial searches and then claimed there was no further 

evidence to disclose. This is despite the fact that Mr Cix>ne claimed to the Select 

Committee that NGN’s solicitors had access to the full details of payments made 

to Mr Mulcaire (page 4 of SHI). The MPS drafted an application for an Order that 

accounting and financial information be disclosed under Schedule 1 of Pace, but 

this was never made. I do not understand why this crucial evidence was not 

pursued.

3h  As a result, it seems that the Criminal Court was rhrsled. The sentencirig hearing 

proceeded on the basis that on £12,300 had been paid to Mr Muclahe for his 

unlawftil activities. A Confiscation Order was made in that sum, which meant that
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was all Mr Mulcaire had to repay. If the police and prosecution had explained to 

thp Court tltat the yart m^jojrty o f  his aptiyitjps y/ere uplayi'Il^ and pursued 

ISIGN’s financiaii ĉp^^^^  ̂ l|ie^^!the Court may Kaye nxade.a -oonhsoation order .of' 

Qvei' £500,000. Between them, the police and NG N  ensured that Mr Mulcaire 

hppejSited ^rprop,^iy h y  a Ypry Jargdauip indepd. .Th,at. left fiipr deeply in New?

......■•■■''Gt!enPvS=.de.hh---' '’

32.1 suspect that the police had shut down this investigation, much to the deliglit of 

News Group, and ignored evidence of long standing and widespread criminality. I 

do not Imow of any good or pei'suasive reason why this should be, and it makes 

me extremely suspicious.

Concluding remarks

33. Although many believe that people in the public eye submit themselves to greater 

public scrutiny, this cannot be trae for people associated with me, whether friends, 

family staff or people who I need to deal with as part o f my job as a constituency 

MP. It is my view after having looked at all the evidence available to me, relating 

to my case and others, that is is often these people who are subject to as much 

surveillance as the original subject of a newspaper’s enquiries. This can have 

extremely damaging and sometimes irreparable consequences to their 

relationships, to their lives, employment or their health. These people had never 

consented explicitly or implicitly to their lives being public property. I am 

shocked and saddened that journalists at *The News of the World' were able to 

listen to my voicemail messages and intrude into my private life, but even more 

shocked, saddeared and otfended that they have invaded regularly and illegally the 

private lives o f those personally or professionally close to me, or into those of my 

constituents and other fWends. I am also horrified to thinlc that confidential 

information left .for me on my^phone, from.iny .colleagues, constituents, family 

and friends was compromised. It is very important to me that my colleagues and 

my constituents can trast me and tliat nothing they tell me in confidence goes any 

further. This is particularly important for constituents, who may be contacting me

10
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for help in what are sometimes extremely difficult and sensitive cases. It therefore 

mdfes me extremely angry that, nnbelmown to me, this information was reaching 

tli'e'ems.pfjournaiistsan^ 

fiyeysars. ' '''■ ’

.. ,34, jja

believe that phone haolring at ‘The New? of the World’ was ponsidei'ed to be an 

acceptable practice within the paper. I believe that it was ‘the norm’ to break the 

lawrin order to obtain a story and that senior executives at the ‘The News of the 
World' encouraged this behaviour. I am a strong advocate of a free press. 

However, I do not believe that this should entitle members of the press to commit 

criminal offences under the guise of their role as ‘watchdog’.

35.1 am also shocked that NGN Limited has gone to such lengths to conceal what 

happened. Their lawyer at the time, Julian Pike, has now admitted that NGN 

Limited lied to the Select Committee; it seems that NGN Limited thought they 

were above both the law and parliament. It also seems that the law was 

ineffective, incapable, or unvwlling to pursue the wrongdoing.

36. The police role in this scandal is deeply woitying. Although Mr Mulcaire and Mr 

Goodman were prosecuted for offences committed against me and others, I was 

not told that at least three other senior journalists intercepted my voicemail 

messages or asked for that to be done in order to obtain confidential information 

about my personal life. I f  I had Imown that, I would have wanted the police to 

pursue all these journalists and for the full extent of the illegal behaviour to be 

prosecuted. The police decision to limit tlie investigation meant that the offenders 

were sentenced on a misleading basis. The Judge should have taken into account 

all the ofeer offences and made a confiscation orderfor the full amount, histeadj 

some o f the potential offenders escaped without charge or censure, Mr Mulcaire 

was permitted to keep money he should not have had and News Group were able 

to play down the wrongdoing and claim it was the work of one rogue journalist.

11
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37. Jn my view criminal and civil sanclioiis need fo be in place lo prevent fhi.s sort of 

' behayidur from-Jiappening and to ensure Llial appropriate steps ciin be taken to 

deal with any unlawful activity that does lake place. 1 have recoiuniended that

i.stcps be;taken to .strengthen the Data Protection Act 1998, .seclion.5S. .
-V ' ■■ '7 ''

iStateitiept of trtith , .

I believe tliat the facts in this witness stutemcMU arc true.

t-v I- V  L- • :

, Dated thd 20 day of February 2012 • ■  ̂ "
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